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(SE 84 05 42)

Voltage regulating relay 
for tap changer control

RAYA

1MRK 504 006-BEN

Issued June 1999
Changed since July 1998

Data subject to change without notice
Features • Accurate regulation of tap-changers

• Inverse or definite time delay

• Undervoltage and overcurrent blocking

• Auxiliary power from the VT circuit

• Available with line voltage drop compensa-
tion: Z-, or R- X-compensation

• Parallel control of transformer tap-chang-
ers possible

Application The RAYA voltage regulating relay is used to 
control the secondary voltage of power trans-
formers with on-load tap changers. Parallel 
control of two or more transformers, each 
having a RAYA voltage regulating relay is 
readily realized. Inverse or definite regulating 
time delay are set in five steps on the relay 
front. Inverse time delay gives a faster regula-
tion at larger voltage deviations. Definite 
time delay can be preferable, where step-
down transformers in cascade are equipped 
with tap changer and voltage regulation. 
There is always a minimum delay of about 
four seconds, to prevent unnecessary regula-
tion at voltage changes of short duration.

Undervoltage and overcurrent blocking, pro-
vided by RXTNB 2, prevents unwanted regu-
lation in case of a considerable voltage drop 
and at overcurrent, when tap changer control 
is not the desired action. It also prevents tap 
changer operation when the voltage disap-
pears e.g. at de-energizing.

Compensation for a voltage drop further 
down in the distribution system can be 
included. Power systems with several 
unequal feeders and loads cause limitations to 
the use of this feature.

Z-compensation with RXTND 21 gives cor-
rect compensation for slightly inductive loads 
(characteristic angle 30 degrees).

R-X-compensation with RXTND 22 can be 
set to give correct compensation for variable 
phase angle or power factor (cos φ).

At control of tap changers of parallel trans-
formers particular attention is required. Vari-
ous methods and arrangements are used, 
which require more or less equipment and cir-
cuits external to RAYA. Two methods requir-
ing external switches and circuits are the 
“Simultaneous control” and the “Master-
Slave” methods.

Arrangements with manual selector switche
for Independent/Parallel selection may be les
suitable for unattended, remotely controlled,
stations with parallel transformers.
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Application (cont’d) The “Reverse reactance” and “Circulating 
reactive current” methods are two possible 
solutions.

The “Reverse reactance” method with 
RXTND 22, requires less equipment. It is 
suitable if the phase angle of the load power 
factor is fairly constant and known. It does 
not require interconnection between the two 
units, which thus can be physically distant. It 
cannot give complete R-X-voltage drop com-
pensation, as the reactive part (X-) is reversed 
(negative). This can be corrected by an over-
compensation of the resistive part (R-), 
adjusted for a certain phase shift.

RAYA with RXTND 4, RTTD 181 and SLMF 
123 can be used with “Circulating current” or 
“Reverse reactance” method. The connection 
in a high impedance earthed system shall be 
to phase-to-phase voltage and “Delta” cur-
rent. In a directly earthed system the simpler 
connection to just one phase-to-neutral volt-
age and one phase current may be used.

The interposing CT’s, SLMF 123, are used to
adjust the current level, to give phase shift 
and to isolate the circuits to avoid multiple 
earthing. To get the “Delta” current (Alt. 1), 
two SLMF 123 per RAYA (or three winding 
CT’s) can be used. The length of circuits 
between the units should be max. 100 m at 
A secondary current of SLMF.

The “Circulating current” method can com-
bine control of the tap changers of parallel 
transformers with R-, X-voltage drop com-
pensation. This requires interconnection 
between the parallel units. Auxiliary contacts
of the CBs, or position repeat relays, shall b
used to switch in the circulating current cir-
cuits at parallel operation only.

Yet another version of RAYA is available on 
request. It has an auxiliary relay for blocking
from external contact, e.g. three-phase O.C
and a possibility to connect an external unit 
for time scheduled adjustment of the regu-
lated voltage. (See User’s Guide 
1MDU04011-EN for connections.)

Design The RAYA relay is available in a few stan-
dard versions mounted on COMBIFLEX 
apparatus bars. The basic version has the fol-
lowing modules: test switch, RTXP 18, volt-
age regulator, RXCE 41, and blocking 
module, RXTNB 21. Other versions of 
RAYA have additional modules, compensat-
ing module RXTND 21, RXTND 22 or 
RXTND 4, transformer module, RTTD 181, 
and current relay, RXIG 21.

Voltage regulator, RXCE 41
Electronic plug-in module with V.T. input, 
and two output relays for raise/lower com-
mands to the tap changer drive unit. Recon-
nection of rated voltage is made under the 
cover. Settings are made at the front. Refer-
ence value and degree of insensitivity are set 
by potentiometers, and there are switches to 
select time delay characteristic and value and 
to select pulsed or continuous output signals. 
Two LEDs indicate “Raise” and “Lower” out-
put commands. As long as the measured volt-
age is outside the set limits, the module will 
give repeated output pulses or continuous 
command. Typically the degree of insensitiv-
ity, ∆U, is set at 0.8 times the tap changer 
step. The deadband, A = 2 ∆U, will then be 
1.6 times the tap changer step. At variable 
steps the biggest step should be considered.

Blocking module, RXTNB 21
This module can be connected for Ir= 1 A, 2 
A, 5 A and has settings at the front for unde
voltage and overcurrent. Typically, voltage is
measured between two phases and current 
the third. At undervoltage or overcurrent out
side the set limits, a built-in relay drops out 
and interrupts the command circuit. A secon
contact is available and can be used to also
block the tap changer drive, including manua
commands. 

Compensating modules
These modules supply the regulating relay, 
RXCE 41, with a compensation voltage pro-
portional to a line drop to an assumed averag
load point. The regulated voltage will then be
the voltage at the set load point. When the 
load and the line voltage drop increases, the
measured voltage will seem lower, and 
RAYA will give command to raise the 
voltage.

RXTND 21 for simple Z-compensation
This unit is reconnectible for Ir = 1 A, 2 A, 5 
A. Current in one phase is used. The percen
age of line drop compensation is set at the 
front. 
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RXTND 22 for R-X-compensation
This unit is available in variants for 1 A, 2 A 
or 5 A rating. Two phase currents are used. 
The percentage of resistive and reactive volt-
age drop, R and X are set independently at the 
front. By changing the connection, RXTND 
22 can alternatively be used to give reverse 
reactance control.

RXTND 4
This is a bigger plug-in module which can be 
used to combine line drop compensation and 
circulating current control. Current is mea-
sured in the same phase as the voltage to the 
regulating relay, RXCE 41. This unit is avail-
able for 5 A or 0,2 A rating.

Percentage voltage drop R and X, and the 
influence of circulating current Xc, are set by 
potentiometers at the front. The module can 
be switched, by means of a switch on the 
front, to give reverse reactance compensation. 

Transformer module, RTTD 181
This module has two transformers for the cir-
culating current interconnections. On the 
front there is a switch for selection “Parallel 
operation On/Off” and test sockets for the 
input voltage.

RXIG 21 current relay
This is a sensitive current relay, which is con
nected to supervise the circulating current. A
operation it blocks outgoing regulating com-
mands. Dc supply for RXIG 21 can be taken
from RTTD 181 or station battery system.

Separate interposing CT SLMF 123
This is used to match CT rating to RAYA cur
rent rating and to provide isolation and pre-
vent multiple earthing of the circulating 
current interconnection. It is available in a 
few versions for different primary and sec-
ondary current ratings to match main CT’s 
and RAYA input to RXTND 4 and RTTD 
181.

A separate interposing voltage transformer 
SLMF 86 is also available for transformation
63,5 V/110 V (58 V/100 V or 66/115 V) when
required.

Technical data
Rated voltage Ur (Reconnectible) 100, 110, 115 and 120 V, 50-60 Hz

Rated current Ir:
RXTNB 21 (reconnectible)
RXTND 21 (reconnectible)
RXTND 22 (variants)
RXTND 4 (variants)

1 A, 2 A and 5 A
1 A, 2 A and 5 A
1 A, 2 A or 5 A
0,2 A 50 Hz, 5 A 50 Hz 0,2 A 60 Hz, 5 A 60 Hz

Overload capacity CT circuits > 30 x Ir in 1 sec

Power consumption,
ac circuit:

RXCE 41
RXTNB 21 VT circuit

CT circuit
RXTND 21
RXTND 22
RXTND 4

dc circuit, when applicable:
RXIG 21
(See 1MRK 509 010-BEN)

4 VA, cos φ = 0,9
3,1 VA at Ur
0,5 VA at Ir
0,3 VA at Ir /Z = 20%
0,5 VA at Ir/R = X = 20%
5 VA at Ir/R = X = 20%

XC = 10

Typically 3 W 

Regulate value Us 
Degree of insensitivity, ∆U
Reset ratio

90-110% of Ur
±0.5 to ±3% of Ur
approx. 50% of ∆U

Operate time characteristic

Operate time setting

Regulate output pulse

Selectable Independent or 
Inverse time
15, 30, 60, 90 and 120 s
At inverse time the setting corresponds to delay at ∆U
1 s, or continuous, selectable by a switch

Consistency of operate voltage, RXCE 41 ±0,2% of Ur
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Technical data (cont’d)Technical data (cont’d) Graduation error, RXCE 41
Us 
∆U 
Time t

±0,5% of Ur 
±0,05% of Ur
±10%

Percentage change in operate value:
at frequency change
(within 45-65 Hz)
per °C temperature change
at 10% harmonic content of 2nd, 3rd, 
5th or 7th harmonic

±0,1%
±0,02% of Ur

±3%

Percentage change in operate time, 
RXCE 41:

per °C temperature change
definite time delay 
inverse time delay

 
±0,05% 
±0,5%

Blocking function setting range,
undervoltage
overcurrent 

70-90% of Ur 
1,1-2 times Ir 

Insulation tests:
Dielectric test 50 Hz, 1 min:

voltage circuits
current circuits

Impulse voltage test, 
1,2/50 µs, 0,5 J

2,0 kV 
2,5 kV 

5,0 kV

Disturbance tests: 
Power frequency 50 Hz, 2 min
Fast transient test 2 min
1 MHz burst test, 2 s, common/
transverse

0,5 kV
4-8 kV

2,5/2,5 kV

Ambient temperature -5°C to +55°C

Contact data for output relays in RXCE 
41 and RXTNB 21:

Max. system voltage 
Current carrying capacity

continuously
Make and carry for 1 s

250 V dc/250 V ac

5 A
10 A

Breaking capacity:
ac, cos  φ > 0,4 max. 220 V
dc, L/R < 40 ms 

55 V
110 V
220 V

8 A

0,8 A
0,4 A
0,2 A

Component block resistor RTXE 560 ohm

Separate interposing CT SLMF 123:
Rated primary current, two taps

or 
or 

Rated secondary current,
reconnectible
CT for 5 A primary, alt. version 
Rated burden

1 A and 1√3 A
2 A and 2√3 A
5 A and 5√3 A

0,16, 0,18, 0,2, 0,22, 0,24, 0,26, 0,28 A
4, 4,5, 5, 5,5, 6, 6,5, 7 A 
25 VA
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Diagram

Fig. 1 Terminal diagram, example; 5631 162-CAA
RAYA including R-X-compensation with RXTND 22
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Ordering Specify:

• Quantity 

• Ordering number

• Auxiliary dc voltage for RK 821 010-... 
and RK 821 021-...

• Ordering number for separate interposing
CT

• If desired: 2 s output pulse instead of 1 s 
pulse

• Desired wording on the lower half of the 
test switch face plate max. 13 lines with 14
characters per line.

Ordering table

Height x width Weight Ordering No.

RAYA with test switch included:
Basic version, RTXP 18 + RXCE 41 + RXTNB 21
Circuit diagram 5631 162-AA
Terminal diagram 5631 162-AAA

4U x 30C
174 x 210 mm

3,4 kg RK 821 001-AA

With RXTND 21 added to the basic version
Circuit diagram 5631 162-BA
Terminal diagram 5631 162-BAA

4U x 30C
174 x 210 mm

3,9-4,4 kg RK 821 001-AB

With RXTND 22 added to the basic version
Circuit diagram 5631 162-CA Ir = 1 A
Terminal diagram 5631 162-CAA Ir = 2 A

Ir = 5 A

4U x 30C
174 x 210 mm

3,9-4,4 kg
RK 821 001-AC
RK 821 001-AD
RK 821 001-AE

RAYA without a test switch:
Basic version, RXCE 41 + RXTNB 21
Circuit diagram 5631 201-AA

4U x 24C
174 x 168 mm

2,5 kg RK 821 001-BA

With RXTND 21 added to the basic version
Circuit diagram 5631 201-BA

4U x 24C
174 x 168 mm

3,0-3,3 kg RK 821 001-BB

With RXTND 22 added to the basic version
Circuit diagram 5631 162-CA Ir = 1 A

Ir = 5 A

4U x 24C
174 x 168 mm

3,0-3,3 kg
RK 821 001-BC
RK 821 001-BE

RAYA with RTXP 18 + RXCE 41 + RXTNB 21 + RXTND 4 + RXIG 21 + RTTD 181
Circuit diagram 5631 161-AA
Terminal diagram 5631 161-AAA

RXTND 4 RXIG 21 RTTD 181 Height x width Weight Ordering No.

5 A, 50 Hz
5 A, 50 Hz
5 A, 60 Hz
0,2 A, 50 Hz
0,2 A, 50 Hz
0,2 A, 60 Hz

0,25-0,75 A
0,5-1,5 A
0,25-0,75 A
0,01-0,03 A
0,025-0,075 A
0,01-0,03 A

5A
5 A
5 A
0,2 A
0,2 A
0,2 A

4U x 60C
174 x 420 mm

10 kg RK 821 010-AB
RK 821 010-AK
RK 821 010-AD
RK 821 010-AF
RK 821 010-AL
RK 821 010-AH

At circulating current control use two (or one respectively) of the CT’s below per RAYA:
Separate interposing current transformer
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Sample
specification

Voltage regulator for automatic control of on-
load-tap-changer of a power transformer. The 
regulator shall be suitable to keep the voltage 
of the controlled busbar virtually constant, 
and optionally be provided with line voltage 
drop compensation. Blocking for low voltage 

and high current and appropriate setting 
ranges to be provided. Versions shall be avail-
able for control of parallel transformers by 
means of circulating current or reverse reac-
tance method. 

References RXIG 21 Current relay

RAYA, User’s Guide

1MRK 509 010-BEN

1MDU04011-EN

Manufacturer ABB Automation Products AB
Substation Automation Division
SE-721 59 Västerås
Sweden
Tel: +46 (0) 21 34 20 00
Fax: +46 (0) 21 14 69 18

SLMF 123, Ratio: two-winding i-p. CT three-winding i-p. CT

In = 1-1√3/0,16-0,28 A
In = 1-1√3/0,16-0,28 A
In = 1-1√3/0,16-0,28 A
In = 5-5√3/4-7 A

4781 020-MT
4781 020-VP
4781 020-FH
4781 020-VN

4781 020-AES
4781 020-AET
4781 020-AEU
4781 020-AEV

Separate interposing voltage transformer (use when required)
SLMF 86, Ratio: Un = 63,5/110 V

Ordering No.
4781 020-XC

RAYA prepared for separate blocking and time scheduled control
Circuit diagram 5631 162-DA
Terminal diagram 5631 162-DAA

RXTND 22 Height x width Weight Ordering No.

Ir = 1 A
Ir = 2 A
Ir = 5 A

4U x 30C
174 x 256 mm 5 kg

RK 821 021-AA
RK 821 021-AB
RK 821 021-AC

RAYA is delivered as a unit on apparatus bars. This unit can then be mounted in a COMBIFLEX frame with 
support frame, or in a case type RHGX, which are made for installation in cubicles or panels. The COMBIFLEX 
connection and installation components are found in a separate “Buyers Guide” in section “Accessories”.
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